Synchronous firing by specific pairs of cercal giant interneurons in crickets encodes wind direction.
One prominent stimulus to evoke an escape response in crickets is the detection of air movement, such as would result from an attacking predator. Wind is detected by the cercal sensory system that consists of hundreds of sensory cells at the base of filiform hairs. These sensory cells relay information to about a dozen cercal giant and non-giant interneurons. The response of cercal sensory cells depends both, on the intensity and the direction of the wind. Spike trains of cercal giant interneurons then convey the information about wind direction and intensity to the central nervous system. Extracellular recording of multiple cercal giant interneurons shows that certain interneuron pairs fire synchronously if a wind comes from a particular direction. We demonstrate here that directional tuning curves of synchronously firing pairs of interneurons are sharper than those of single interneurons. Moreover, the sum total of all synchronously firing pairs eventually covers all wind directions. The sharpness of the tuning curves in synchronously firing pairs results from excitatory and inhibitory input from the cercal sensory neurons. Our results suggest, that synchronous firing of specific pairs of cercal giant interneurons encodes the wind direction. This was further supported by behavioral analyses.